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The rise of Open Textbooks



The Vision

OMP being used by a university (or consortium) to serve as a catalog offering up 
Open Textbooks adapted or being used in particular classes



Open Monograph Press (OMP)

“Open Monograph Press is an open source software 
platform for managing the editorial workflow required to see 
monographs, edited volumes and, scholarly editions through 
internal and external review, editing, cataloguing, 
production, and publication. OMP can operate, as well, as a 
press website with catalog, distribution, and sales 
capacities.”



Open Monograph Press Educational Press 
(OEP)

“Open Monograph Press is an open source software 
platform for managing the editorial workflow required to see 
Open Textbooks and Open Educational Resources through 
internal and external review, editing, cataloguing, 
production, publication, adaptation. OMP can operate, as 
well, as a press website with catalog, distribution, and sales 
capacities.”



The Experiment

Take a sample Open Textbooks from BC campus (CC-licensed)

Run through OMP workflow (assess suitability to for Open Textbooks)



Highlights

OMP able to display different flexible content types (e.g. Open Textbooks - 
editable files, supplementary files)



Advantages

Workflow (Submission, Internal/External review, Copyediting, Production)

Internal and External review can be used for adaptation/approval

External review has open review capability (used BC campus model)
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Drawbacks

Lack of ability to publish Open Reviews

Limited ability to import (XML capability is available currently) 

Lack of integration with authoring tools (so far) (but lots of potential [Open 
Typesetting stack, Fidus writer, and others]



In closing

OMP shows promise as a hosting platform for Open Textbooks / OER that could 
be adapted 

Could be used in conjunction with authoring tools  to create a catalog for Open 
Textbooks / OER 

Thank you!


